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The Cable Car Bringing Russia and China Together

For the first time in history, two cities will be connected across national borders by 
cable car.

Blagoveshchensk in Russia and 
Heihe in China are anticipating the 
two-line, river-spanning cable car 
system, which will be able to carry 
60 passengers, and their luggage, in 
each car.

Set to open in 2022, the new 
cable car route will promise journey 
times of just seven-and-a-half min-
utes between the two countries.

Steel will be a key part of the 
experience, particularly for helping 
meet the demands of the terminals 
at either end of the line. Millions of 
people must be able to flow through 
each terminal safely and in a timely 
fashion, while factoring in security 
checks.

Dutch architectural practice 
UNStudio, who designed the 
Russian terminal, says its building is 
an expression of the important and 
historic connection between the two 
cities.

Exterior terraces will offer stun-
ning views of the Amur River, with 
platforms rising from the riverfront 

landscape — the perfect place to 
greet arrivals or wave goodbye.

As passengers move through the 
building, they will encounter spec-
tacular views that have been spe-
cially framed by the design of the 
terminal. The floor plates twist to 
reinforce these visual connections, 
with the elevated viewing platforms 
cantilevering over the green pla-
teaus below.

Meanwhile, the people of 
Blagoveshchensk will be able to 
access a restaurant at the top of the 
building, as well as a conference 
center and a roof garden.

Powered by Steel
Ben van Berkel, founder of 
UNStudio, says steel was an obvious 
choice for the step cantilevers due 
to its unmatched strength-to-weight 
ratio.

“The team agreed that steel con-
struction was the optimal way to 
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achieve the slenderness of the floating edges, which 
extend outwards almost 10 m from the primary struc-
ture,” he says.

“Alternative systems simply could not achieve the 
generous cascading cantilevers. In order to highlight 
the effect of the floating edges, the steel beams are 
profiled to reduce their visual bulk. These modules 
can be shop-fabricated to assist with the speed of 
installation on-site.”

Natural Circulation
As passengers will be crossing borders, the cable car 
terminal will have strict security requirements similar 
to an airport. It will be divided into high- and low-risk 
zones, including security checkpoints and areas where 
passengers and staff have different levels of access.

The building must account for all this and, at the 
same time, allow a single connected circulation path, 
ensuring a continuous and smooth flow of passengers 
toward the departure platforms.

Slender steel columns were a key part of the solu-
tion, allowing the designers to optimize floor space 
and create more open-span areas.

“The versatile properties of steel were an important 
metric in the construction methodology,” says van 
Berkel.

This could be the start of a bright new era in public 
transport, powered by steel. UNStudio are already 
working on new cable car systems in Gothenburg and 
Amsterdam that are not only sustainable, but also 
efficient and safe.

“Cable cars are a very congenial way to travel as they 
enable us to see and experience our cities in a whole 
new way,” van Berkel adds.

This and other stories are available at stories.worldsteel.org. F

Each cable car will be able to hold 60 passengers and their 
luggage.

Exterior terraces will offer views of the Amur River.

Did You Know?

Cleveland-Cliffs Partners With DOE to Reduce GHG Emissions
The steelmaker announced that it has entered into a partnership with the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) as part of the Better 
Climate Challenge initiative to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 25% by 2030.

The Better Climate Challenge initiative is a new government-sponsored effort that challenges companies to set aggressive GHG 
emission reduction targets by providing opportunities for peer exchange and technical assistance.

Cleveland-Cliffs remains committed to reducing GHG emissions 25% by 2030 from 2017 levels for combined Scope 1 and 
Scope 2 emissions, the company said in a press release.

“We are pleased to now be working hand in hand with the U.S. government in our efforts to meet our 2030 emissions target, and 
also share what we believe are global best practices in minimizing greenhouse gas emissions,” Lourenco Goncalves, Cleveland-Cliffs’ 
chairman, president and chief executive, said.

“Our operations are among the most environmentally friendly of their kind in the world, but we still continue to make improve-
ments to reduce carbon emissions. This includes the use of HBI in blast furnaces, the increased utilization of prime scrap in our 
BOFs, and with that, the corresponding reduction in coke rate. We appreciate the DOE’s recognition of our accomplishments thus far 
and look forward to reporting on our continued emissions reduction progress.”


